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REGISTRATIONS and Apologies 

BORAL CEMENT  

Maldon Plant – Community Liaison Committee 

Meeting Tuesday 29 November 2016 
Vabys, 2 Station Street Picton 

 

1. Cr Ray Law (Wollondilly Shire Council) 

2. Tony Jagicic (Community Links Wollondilly) 

3. Jan Woodward, (resident) 

4. Cr Noel Lowry (Wollondilly Shire Council)  

5. Tate Ryan (Manager, Economic Development and Tourism WSC) 

6. Jennifer Baldwin (Economic Development & Tourism Leader WSC) 

7. Robert Sloss (resident) 

8. Joy Hafey (resident) 

9. Cr Judith Hannan (Mayor, WSC) 

10. Cr Michael Banasik (WSC) 

11. David Aucherlonie (resident and business owner) 

12. Peter Chaffer (resident)  

13. Kate Holmes (Picton Historical and Family History Society) 

14. Tony Towndrow (local businessman) 

15. Colin Bennett (resident and representative of Picton Air League) 

16. Christine Bennett (resident) 

17. Guy Bennett (resident) 

18. Justen Bennett (resident) 

19. Clinton Weaving (resident and Picton Chamber of Commerce)  

20. Brodie Pitt-Owen (Picton Chamber of Commerce) 
 
 

Facilitators: 
Nina Harding, Nina Harding Mediation Services 
Irene Capar, Nina Harding Mediation Services 
 
Boral Cement Staff:  
Samantha Donaldson, Administration Officer 
Frank Murnane, Operations Manager 
Jeff Northey, Senior Project Engineer 
Belinda Prideaux, Boral Environmental Manager 
 
 
Apologies 
 
Jai Rowell MP, Member for Wollondilly, Parliamentary sitting day 
Helen and Dave Manning 
Peter and Suzanne Walsh 
Ross and Brenda Stewart 
TAFE NSW (South West Sydney Institute) 
Roger Woodward, resident and representative of Wilton Fire Service  
 
 
Notes 
 
Meeting commenced at 6.00pm  
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1. Welcome and Introductions 
 
Nina Harding: Welcomed everyone and thanked those new to these meetings, explaining that this 
meeting is an opportunity to hear what happens at the Maldon plant.  
 
Frank Murnane (FM) provided a summary of Boral operations at Maldon as outlined in page 2 of 
the slides. The main raw materials used are clinker, slag and gypsum.  The Maldon plant is 
milling cement and selling it in bags and bulk. A few years ago the Maldon plant made cement 
from scratch but 2 years ago the Maldon kiln was retired as it could no longer compete with 
international imports.  
 
Frank told the group that since 2015 Boral has produced and utilised a product called Envisia 
which is a low CO2/environmentally friendly product. A stunning building has been completed in 
George Street using Envisia.  A mosque has also been built in Sydney, as well as a house in 
Mosman and Frank said that he hopes it will take off but introducing a new concrete in the market 
will be a slow process. 
 
Frank said that Boral continues to integrate its businesses in the Southern Highlands to be 
competitive. To that end Boral went through a restructure again this year, which resulted in 28 
voluntary redundancies across the Southern Highlands. 2 voluntary redundancies applied to 
Maldon. 
 
Other activities this year include the rehabilitation of the old shale quarry along Picton Road, a 
new storage shed extension and the submission of a DA for a slag/lime blending plant expansion.  
 
Boral does see a future for the Maldon plant.  Frank said they are currently battling to keep up 
with demand and foresee that demand will be strong for the next 3-4 years.  
 
The Maldon plant employs 61 people plus an innovation centre on site which employs 7 people.  
 
 
2. Boral 70th Anniversary – overview and staff reflection 
 
Jeff Northey was introduced. He is an engineer who began his time at Berrima in 1973 as an 
apprentice engineer and was one of the last trained apprentice engineers. He was trained as an 
expert fitter and engineer. He is a mechanical and structural engineer with a degree in IT. He told 
the group about the history of the Maldon Plant.  Jeff has a huge collection of historical photos of 
the Maldon site, some of which he showed the group at the meeting. 
 
Jeff: A lot of it comes from me talking to Maldon people.  When they retire I asked them to write 
down their memories of the place.  
 
At the end of WW2 Ford Motor Co Henry Ford sold his concrete company and offered the plant 
and equipment for sale. An Australian, Arnold Taylor, convinced the Federal Govt to fund the 
building of a cement plant. The Government was happy as cement was in short supply. The 
company was put on the stock market and ended up with 1.5m pounds of capital. Land in Maldon 
was acquired. In 1948 this area was within the zone of the metropolitan area of Sydney. The Ford 
cement plant was dismantled. The problem was that the plant was in Detroit. The cement plant 
was finally hauled to the east coast of Canada, departing in 1948 and sailed for Sydney, arriving 
in January 1949. It landed in Pyrmont and was then transported to Maldon.  
 
There were a lot of people living on site, many in tents during the construction of the plant. At this 
time several hundred people were employed. 
 
There were many teething problems which led to the company nearly going broke.  But in 1951 
another plant was purchased. Maldon bought a plant from Norway given to the Norwegians by 
the Germans in reparation for the war.  
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A number of natural disasters had to be addressed such as the drought in 1965 which resulted in 
the company building a local weir.  The weir destroyed shortly after by a flood.  It was rebuilt and 
still stands today. 
 
Associated Portland Cement was established in 1964. We expanded to making 300,000 tonnes 
of clinker. A second kiln was established, supplying cement for the construction of Warragamba 
Dam and a third kiln was established in 1967.  
 
 
Of the people working on the plant many of the employees lived on Staff Road. Women would 
meet once a week for high tea at the end of Staff Road at the home of the Works Manager. The 
first Annual Ball was held in 1950. Jeff shared many quirky Maldon stories with the group 
including the story of the cement canoe races. 
 
 
3. Plant Performance, Environment and OH & S Reports 
 
Safety Statistics 
Safety is at the core of how Boral does things. The statistics are separated into Lost Time Injuries 
(LTI), which are situations when a member of staff loses at least one shift of work due to injury, 
and Medical Treatment Injuries (MTI), when a member of staff requires medical treatment on-site. 
In January of this year a bearing casing that weighed over a tonne fell on top of a worker.  He 
was incredibly fortunate as the injury could have been much worse.  The bearing casing was 
shaped like a donut, the open hole in the casing fell over the top of his head, with the side of the 
casing landing and crushing his leg. The whole incident was investigated by Workcover and the 
man is believed to be making a good recovery. The man, who was a contractor, was from the 
Wollongong area. 
A positive point is that the medical services attended the incident within 5 minutes, airlifted him 
out to hospital.  It was reported on the news.  The Seven News helicopter was on the scene 
filming from above.  
Following the incident we have met to discuss the incident and whether anything should be 
changed.  This was a very serious incident. 
 
 
Environmental 
 
Water usage has dropped to virtually zero because Boral hasn’t had to pump much water from 
the river. 
Because of the lack of usage of the pumps we have had people come and steal some electrical 
equipment, which is disappointing. 
 
Q: The aggregate storage area doesn’t use water to suppress dust?  
A: We have 7 dust buckets that sit and monitor dust.  In the last 3 months dust has increased. We 
now have a water truck spraying the roads in the area 5 days a week.  
 
Water from the dam is used to cool bearings and used in the mill.  The water is then recycled and 
reused. 
 
 
Shale Quarry along Picton Road after rehabilitation 
 
Boral has rehabilitated the area back to pastures.  When we finish quarrying we put it back the 
way we found it, and it’s looking in new condition.  We have made some drainage gullies using 
the natural contours of the land to stop erosion. The old quarry is opposite Allied Mills. It has been 
reverted back to farmland for grazing. 
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Q: How deep does the shale go? 
A: At least 20 metres. It was all mined from the top.  There was no drilling or blasting, so this 
suggests it was shallow.  
 
Extension to packed product storage shed 
 
This new shed extension cost approximately $750,000. 
 
Q: So in preceding years we heard business was flat and this sort of spend says it is doing well. 
A: Maldon has been operating well for a few years so when we ask for funds, Head office listens 
to us because of our good management.  We’ve been making a business case for a shed for 
about 5 years. 
 
Q: What is the size of the shed? 
A: The shed is 50 metres by 45 metres 
 
Q: I remember asking about the positive effect of building and development in the area on the 
Boral business. Has it lived up to expectations? By way of example, the Catherine Fields 
development? 
A: Yes definitely. There is a lot of building happening and therefore an increase in demand for 
cement and concrete. 
 
 
Blend Plant Upgrade Project Background and Business Case 
 
Slag Lime Blends are used for road stabilisation during road construction and help make the 
subsoil stable. There is a big demand for this product at the moment.  Boral primarily supplies 
70:30 and 85:15 slag/lime blends. 
 
Maldon has submitted a Development Application, which is driven by the construction of roads. 
The proposed capital investment of $1.17 million will be utilised to: 

(i) improve margins compared to the current situation where blending is taking place at 
Kooragang plant in Newcastle and the transport costs are $40 per tonne 

(ii) increased sales of 8000 tpa 
(iii) increased usage of Marulan lime by an estimated 2800 tpa 

 
Q: With slag and lime blends, I remember Bargo River Road developed 10 years ago but now it is 
a cracked road. My question is how effective is stabilisation? This road was very well done at the 
time and it took a long time to build.  
A: It is a question of weight and traffic and maintenance.  There could be many reasons for the 
road cracking. 
 
 
4. Complaints 
 
There have been two complaints in the past year. Frank said that complaints are an opportunity 
to deal with issues as they arise. 
 
Two complaints were raised during the meeting. 
 
(i) The first one was that at 4am trucks coming into the site and the revving is so loud Mr Weaving 
gets up and thinks someone is dumping on the street. He can hear them until about 5 in the 
morning. For the last 3 months it’s been getting worse. It’s the tippers that are making this noise. 
 
(ii) Truck exhaust brakes can be heard between 5.30-6.00am. 
 
Frank said he would get further details about these two matters after the meeting and investigate 
and respond to the people making the complaints. 
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If you have a problem with the plant please call the Hot line number (02 4640 0200). After a 

complaint is made an investigation is conducted followed by discussions with the complainant. 
 
 
5. Local Community Issues 
 
Community 
 
Donations for charities and good works are managed by head office. This year with the floods 
Frank Murnane was able to convince senior Boral managers that ‘as part of the community, we 
need to make a contribution’. As a result, Boral gave funds and contributed to Wollondilly Big Day 
to assist with the families and businesses affected by flooding.  Boral Maldon also gave some 
pallets of Post Hole cement to assist with fencing for Picton Football Club and supported the 
IlluminArte Festival and the Rural Fire Service NSW Annual Xmas Lolly run for the local children. 
 
 
6. Other Business – Australian building sector overview 
 
Australian building sector overview 
 
Frank said the remaining slides give an overview of the Australian building sector. 
Volume of sales in various sectors of the market were viewed and discussed. Frank noted that we 
are in a very strong market.  In the centre it shows 31% of Boral cement is going into roads, 
bridges and highways. It is anticipated the market will be very strong for the next few years. 
 
Q: One of the big issues is what we do with our spoil after we do our roadworks. It has become 
an enormous cost for councils. 
A: One potential use is as a raw material in the production of cement. In the past we could use 
soil for cement. Usually providers paid us a sum of money to use spoil in our production. 
You could talk to Berrima plant about this option. 
 
There are a lot of Boral businesses but the biggest concentration is in NSW and Victoria. 
Concrete is the biggest contributor to the Boral bottom line. 
 
Some projects in the pipeline include the Meriton Development in Pagewood, the North Connex 
tunnel, Barrangaroo and Parramatta Stadium. Expressions of Interest have been completed for 
The Northwest Rail Link under Sydney Harbour to Bankstown with the capacity for 30 trains per 
hour. Hopefully Boral will get a share of that work. 
 
FM: One of the reasons Boral gets projects is because it has trucks and logistics available. It’s 
not that only we have the concrete but that we can transport it quickly in large volumes to sites. 
 
 
7. Next Meeting of CLC and Close 
 
 
Nina thanked Sam for organising the meeting tonight. The group thanked Jeff Northey for his 
knowledge about the plant.  Nina thanked the Mayor Judith Hannon and other Councillors for 
finding the time to attend the meeting.  
 
Frank gave a genuine thank you to everyone for attending the meeting and wished everyone a 
great Christmas and New Year. 
 
The date and time of the next meeting will be advised in 2017. 
 
Meeting closed 7.40pm 


